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Illus trated tutorials  are the focus  of Gucci Beauty's  newes t campaign. Image credit: Gucci

 
By NORA HOWE

Italian fashion house Gucci is bringing new beauty tutorials to life in an artistic campaign, highlighting its most
accessible products at a time when consumers are seeking small luxuries.

British artist Alex Merry has illustrated new looks created by Gucci Beauty global makeup artist Thomas De Kluyber.
The illustrated video tutorials highlight how consumers may achieve more looks using various products from the
Gucci Beauty collections.

"Gucci is not afraid to go outside of the norm, and this campaign certainly fits  that mold," said Kristy Engels,
president of Beauty Strategy Group, Orange County. "It works beautifully within the current collection and storytelling
they are doing for the brand."

Ms. Engels is not affiliated with Gucci but agreed to comment as an industry expert.

Illustrating Gucci
After largely keeping its makeup line off social media since its launch in 2014, Gucci emphasized its beauty division
with a dedicated Instagram launch in 2018.

The debut spotlighted important works of art to exhibit Gucci's creative director's unique idea of beauty (see story).
Now the brand continues in its artistic efforts by commissioning the work of Alex Merry for its newest beauty push.
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The videos  advise consumers  on how to apply different Gucci Beauty products . Image credit: Gucci

A full-time illustrator based in Gloucestershire, Ms. Merry graduated from University of the West of England with a
first class B.A. honors degree in illustration.

She has collaborated with Gucci previously on decor, garden and mural campaigns.

Through Mr. Merry's illustrated videos, the new Gucci Beauty campaign shows consumers how to powder their skin
using Poudre De Beaute Mat Naturel to lock in foundation, focusing around the sides of the nose, forehead and
cheeks.

The illustrated women complete their looks using various Gucci Beauty products, such as: Serum de Beaute primer,
Fluide De Beaute foundation, Crayon Definition Sourcils eyebrow pencil, L'Obscur mascara and Rouge a Levres
lipstick.

While the brand is notorious for its culturally relevant and creative campaigns, Gucci could be missing a critical
sales opportunity with this illustrated beauty demonstration.

"From a technological perspective, I think [the videos] might be slowing down the page load speed time," Ms. Engels
said. "It takes way too long for the product pages to come up when you click on them, and why are there no shop
now' links for the powder compacts used?

"It does not deliver much of a consumer benefit in terms of what the product textures are like, how they actually
blend into the skin and what results you can realistically expect."
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A post shared by Gucci Official (@gucci)

Gucci has been ramping up efforts around its beauty offerings after relaunching in 2019 with a lipstick line (see
story). The brand expanded its cosmetics offerings with the launch of liquid foundations and primers late last year
(see story).

Earlier this month, Gucci Beauty launched on Alibaba's Tmall Luxury Pavilion, connecting products with more than
770 million Chinese consumers on the digital platform (see story).

Road to digital beauty
With stores shut down for extended periods of time, beauty brands have worked to overcome many hurdles in
digitizing the shopping experience.

Beauty group Este Lauder Companies has embraced a variety of omnichannel tactics, from virtual consultations to
Postmates deliveries, to bringing the cosmetics counter to shoppers' homes. Taking advantage of in-store inventory,
the company turned closed stores into micro-fulfillment, using Postmates messengers to deliver products to nearby
customers who were waiting for their orders.

Este Lauder also pivoted to virtual selling by enlisting previous in-store staff members to participate in Zoom parties,
live chats, FaceTime consultations or other virtual events (see story).

LVMH-owned beauty retailer Sephora and French beauty brand L'Oral have utilized social selling platform Replika
Software, allowing brands to leverage both store associates and consumers as peer-to-peer influencers, "social
sellers." Founded in 2016, the platform was inspired by an observation that consumers were visiting stores less and
getting inspiration from social media.

For instance, at L'Oral salons, stylists can use Replika to suggest products to their clients and retrieve transactional
data (see story).

"Luxury brands are meant to convey exclusivity, a feeling of being in a special club or inner circle," Ms. Engels said.
"That environment can be extended to the digital space with private zoom events, exclusive chat rooms and private
member groups to give the customer the exclusivity and access to information they crave."
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